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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
   

As More Americans Choose EVs, Price and Range Continue To Hold Back the Market,  
according to new Cox Automotive Study 

 

• Lack of charging infrastructure is the top barrier to electric vehicle adoption. 

• EVs are too expensive, according to more than half of the consumers not considering an EV for 
their next vehicle. 

• Few auto dealers feel well prepared to handle an increase in EV sales in the future. 
 
ATLANTA, Nov. 16, 2021 – Sales of battery-powered electric vehicles (EVs) in the United States are on 
track to set an all-time record in 2021, with sales up more than 88% through the end of September. 
With new players entering the field and consumer choice expanding rapidly, the EV market is on course 
to grow to 400,000 vehicles this year, and Cox Automotive is forecasting EV sales to double in the next 
24 months.  
 
Still, despite the rapid growth, EVs will account for only 3% of the new-vehicle market this year and, 
according to new research released by Cox Automotive today, many barriers to EV adoption remain. The 
2021 Cox Automotive Path to EV Adoption Study provides a look at the major consumer barriers that 
continue to slow EV adoption. It also uncovers market perceptions and customer experiences with the 
EV shopping and buying process. The research was conducted in June and July of 2021 and included a 
survey of nearly 5,000 in-market consumers who owned, considered or rejected a pure battery-electric 
vehicle in that timeframe. Additional Cox Automotive studies were considered in the analysis.  
 
The study had three objectives: 

1. Understand the nuances of EV adoption and the key barriers to overcome  

2. Explore how the shopping experience for EV and traditional gas-powered vehicles differ 

3. Uncover market perceptions and consumer experiences with EVs  

Overall, the 2021 Cox Automotive Path to EV Adoption Study illustrates that, while barriers remain, 

consumers in the U.S. – particularly younger Millennial and Gen Z buyers – are becoming more open to 
the idea of an electric vehicle future. Availability of charging stations, vehicle range, and battery 
concerns have become less of a barrier for potential buyers. Vehicle price, however, continues to be a 
major obstacle for many.  
 
“This latest round of EV research opened our eyes to a number of shifts in the market,” said Vanessa Ton, 
senior industry intelligence manager, Cox Automotive. “As the traditional barriers come down, attributes 
like styling and affordability move to the front, much like traditional gas-powered vehicles. That’s an 
indication that consumers are looking at EVs more like automobiles, less like science projects.” 
 
In the summer of 2021, during the research phase of the study, consumers had nearly 300 different 
models to choose from, but less than 20 pure electric models, with most being higher-end, luxury 
offerings. The average price paid for a new EV was close to $60,000, before rebates, and well above 
gasoline-equivalent vehicles. And while the number of EV models continues to grow, with new models 
being added every quarter, the Cox Automotive study shows the path to EV adoption remains difficult at 
best.  
 

http://coxautoinc.com/
https://www.coxautoinc.com/market-insights/still-growing-in-q3-sales-of-electrified-vehicles-surged-past-1-million-units/
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The Industry Must Build Higher Consideration Among Shoppers 
Among consumers in-market for a new vehicle, general consideration for a pure electric model is 
relatively high, at 38% of all shoppers. New research from Cox Automotive, however, indicates that 
consideration drops off notably to 21% of in-market shoppers saying they are more than 50% confident 
their next vehicle will be an EV. Further still, only 3% of shoppers in the study indicate that their next 
will, for certain, be an EV.  
 
Vehicle range and price remain the top barriers, according to this research. The study also shows that 
automakers and dealers would benefit from focusing on those issues as they market their new EVs.    
 
Range Anxiety Shows Signs of Waning 
In good news for EV sellers, the study shows that some select barriers to EV adoption are shrinking. For 
example, two years ago, 47% of in-market consumers noted that low vehicle range was a concern. In 
2021, that number dropped to 37%. Notably, younger shoppers – Gen Z and Millennials – are far less 
concerned about vehicle range, with only 20% and 29%, respectively, indicating that range was holding 
them back from buying an EV. Also noteworthy: In the most recent study, 57% of consumers point to a 
lack of charging stations in their area as a top barrier, but that percentage is down from 64% in 2019.   
 
Range expectations among consumers considering EVs continue to increase, but vehicle performance is 
increasing rapidly as well, which is one reason range anxiety is slowly dissipating among in-market 
shoppers.  
 
In 2019, the minimum expectation for range on a full charge was 184 miles, and, at the time, the 
average EV delivered 195 miles per charge, approximately 6% above the minimum acceptable level. In 
2021, range expectations jumped to a minimum of 217 miles. Among EVs offered today, the average 
range is approximately 257 miles, 18% more than the minimal accepted range.  
 
“As EV battery performance improves and the charging infrastructure is slowly built up, traditional EV 
concerns will fade,” notes Lea Malloy, head of electric-vehicle battery solutions at Cox Automotive 
Mobility. “Consumers are experiencing the typical learning curve with new technology. And we believe 
range will be even less of an issue as new generations of battery technology are launched. It is 
astounding how quickly improvements are being realized.”  
 
Reaching Price Parity Will Help Clear the Pathway to Adoption 
While range and charging station availability is becoming less of a concern for EV considerers, price 
remains a significant issue with half of all EV intenders. The new study shows that 51% of shoppers 
noted EVs were too expensive to seriously consider, a similar number to the results in 2019.  
 
EVs are in fact on average more expensive to purchase than their gasoline-powered counterparts. In 
October, when average transaction prices for a new vehicle topped $46,000, the average EV was above 
$56,000, a premium of more than 20%.  
 
The research demonstrates that price parity would greatly improve serious EV consideration. Indeed, 
nearly 60% of vehicle intenders would consider an EV if there was no price premium, up from the 38% 
currently considering an EV. Further, that number jumps to 71% in a case where EVs are priced $5,000 
below an equivalent gas vehicle.  
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Dealers, Automakers Struggle to Effectively Reach Consumers 
Another key finding in the 2021 Path to EV Adoption Study suggests that auto dealers need more help to 
prepare for an EV future. The study shows that dealers play a crucial, influential role in the process, with 
nearly 80% of EV owners noting that the dealer influenced their purchase decision. At the same time, in 
a survey of dealers reviewed for the study, 71% indicated they were “only somewhat” or “not at all” 
prepared to sell more EVs in the future.  
 
Many automakers continue to struggle with consumer awareness of their EV product offering, certainly 
a first step in consideration. While 83% of EV considerers are aware that Tesla sells electric vehicles, only 
44% of EV considerers are aware that Ford has a competitive EV model, the all-new Mustang Mach-E, 
which was launched in the spring of 2021.   
 
Worse still, even though Nissan has been selling the all-electric Leaf model in the U.S. for more than a 
decade, only 37% of respondents in the survey were aware of Nissan’s EV offering. Chevrolet has similar 
issues. The all-electric Bolt was launched in late 2016, and yet 69% of current EV shoppers are unsure if 
Chevrolet even makes an EV.   
 
Highlights from the Cox Automotive 2021 Path to EV Adoption Study are available for download on the 
Cox Automotive Newsroom. For a copy of the full study and to speak to a Cox Automotive team 
member, reach out to Cox Automotive Public Relations.  

 
About Cox Automotive 
Cox Automotive Inc. makes buying, selling, owning and using vehicles easier for everyone. The global 
company’s more than 27,000 team members and family of brands, including Autotrader®, Dealer.com®, 
Dealertrack®, Dickinson Fleet Services, Kelley Blue Book®, Manheim®, NextGear Capital®, VinSolutions®, 
vAuto® and Xtime®, are passionate about helping millions of car shoppers, 40,000 auto dealer clients 
across five continents and many others throughout the automotive industry thrive for generations to 
come. Cox Automotive is a subsidiary of Cox Enterprises Inc., a privately-owned, Atlanta-based company 
with annual revenues of nearly $20 billion. www.coxautoinc.com 
 
Media Contacts: 
Andrew Nicolai 
Cox Automotive Mobility 
949-293-5241 
andrew.nicolai@coxautoinc.com 
 
Mark Schirmer  
Cox Automotive          
734-883-6346                
mark.schirmer@coxautoinc.com   

https://www.coxautoinc.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/2021-Cox-Automotive-Path-to-EV-Adoption-Study-Highlights.pdf
https://www.coxautoinc.com/newsroom/press-contacts/
http://www.coxautoinc.com/
mailto:andrew.nicolai@coxautoinc.com
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